FAIR PRICING

At Wandering Aengus Treks we believe in a fair price for a great deal and we guarantee value for money.
Our prices are very competitive without compromising the levels of service and accommodation we
provide.
provide
Discounts & Supplements
Our trips are priced per person on the basis of twin share, where two people share the cost of rooms,
baggage transfer and other services.
Group bookings: If you are booking as a group we can usually offer a discount. This will vary according
to the size of the group and the chosen trip. Please contact us directly for a quote.
Solo walkers: To cover additional administration and bag transfer costs for one person, we charge a
fixed extra rate for solo walkers which will depend on the circumstances of the trip (see individual tour
pages for prices), plus any single room supplement which may be required.
Single room supplements: In most cases, we can provide single rooms (or double rooms for single
occupancy), depending on availability at the time of booking. There will usually be a supplementary
charge for using single rooms but we will always seek to minimise this. We only pass on to you the
direct extra costs to us of using single instead of twin accommodation.
Depending on when you book and the route chosen, these costs can vary greatly and we are not able
to quote a single supplement in advance of booking. However, in order that our clients can make
reasonable budgeting decisions, we guarantee to cap the single supplement for one person per
booking,
booking, so the maximum total supplement you will pay for one person using single rooms
rooms over the
duration of the tour, will average no more than £25 per night and for the majority of trips will be less.
less
Late bookings:
bookings:
For bookings made within 6 weeks of departure we reserve the right to charge a ‘late fee’ to cover any
additional costs associated with a late booking. This will vary from trip to trip and the number of days
prior to departure that your booking is made, and will normally be a percentage of the holiday price. In
practice a late fee is unlikely to be required if booking more than 2 weeks in advance. Late fees will be
charged up to a maximum of 5% of the holiday price and the amount of any late fee will be
communicated to you before you make your booking.
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